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The following gentlemen were admitted to the study of Pharmacy,vtz: Messrs Serafino Giraldi, and W. B. V. Thompson.
The meeting then adjonried at seven o'clock p.m., until the following

morming.
May 2th, 1866. The meeting assembled at 9 a.m., for the purpose of

continuing the examinations, as several of the gentlemen above named
had not been examiined the previous day, tirne not permitting. Several
accounts were submitted and ordered to be paid, amongst which Lelie.
vere and Angers for legal advice. Drs. Scott and Smallwood were ap.
pointed auditors of accounts. The business of the college being con-
eladed, the President ordered the namnes of those governors present to be
taken. They were as follows:-

Drs. Chamberlin, Landry, Russell, A. G. Fenwick, G. E. Fenwicke
Dubé, Robillard, Charbonneau, Boudreau, Dufresne, Blanchet, Tessier,
Gilbert, Howard, Smallwood. Rottot, Tetu, Boyer, Worthington, Weil-
brenner, Lavoie, Scott, and Peltier.

Errata in our last.-The concluding paragraph on the treatment of
Ilypermetropia,,on page 448 should read as follows: * *** if a patient
has a total hypermetropia equal to 7, and a manifest hypermetropia of
.g,. his latent hypermetropia (1 -') would equal -1 ; one fourth of
& is e; this added to - (J + ') equals -. Ïe would therefore
preseribe at first, 20 inch convex spectacles, which we would afterwards
change successively for + 18, + 16, &c., &c.

The Editors of the Dublin M1edical Press and Circular will please
accept our apologies for not giving them credit for two articles which
appeared in our February number. It was an omission which we
regret, and which we will in future do our best to guard against. We
are firm, believers in giving credit to every journal for whatever we may
select from their pages; and thank the .Medical Press and Circular for
drawing our attention to the fact.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Dr. Paton, Bowmanville. If he wishes his paper to appear in our
columns, it will have te be sent to us, postage paid. We do not pay for
original communications, as we receive barely sufficient to pay the printer.
Twelve copies of the Journal containing the paper sent, are allowed ta
subscribers who forward a communication. In case the person sending
a paper for publication not being a subscriber, he is not entitled to receive
extra copies unless paid for at the usual rate. Dr. Paton's paper can be
read before the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Montreal by his sending it
to the secretary.

If " Medicus " ivill forward us his name we will with pleasure insert
his communication.
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